
Jack and  
   his catheter.

A story about a boy called Jack  
who learns how to use his catheter  
at home and at school.



My name is Jack and I have  
to use a catheter to wee.

This is my nurse Sarah.



I had to go and visit a special nurse as  
I have a problem with my bladder. 

She said I would have to use  
a catheter to help me wee.

A catheter is a special tube with a hole down the 
middle of it – a bit like a straw – but it is more soft 

and bendy and not as scratchy. 

This allows wee to drain out of it to empty my bladder.
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The nurse gave me a lesson about my body  
and where the wee comes from. 

Here is a picture showing what she said. 

After learning about where my wee comes from, the 
nurse taught me how to use the catheter correctly.

She was very friendly and gave me a little book to read 
so I could learn how to use the catheter by myself.

The picture is labelled 
so I can learn all the  

names of the parts of 
my urinary system.



She explained to me first of all that I had  
to wash my hands, to stop germs from going  

on my catheter.

I have clean hands because I washed them!

wash your hands



Once my hands were clean the nurse explained to 
me that I had to squeeze the foil sachet with my 

thumbs to release the water from the pouch.

squeeze the sachet



I then had to tip the catheter packet upside down 
and back again 3 – 6 times to wet the catheter.

wet the catheter



The nurse then asked me to open the catheter 
packet and stick it to the wall, using the sticky patch.

open the packet

The nurse then said I had to wipe my willy (penis) 
with one of the wipes to clean it. 

The nurse showed me how to pull back my foreskin 
to make sure it was really clean. 



The nurse said I could choose where to do my 
catheter. I tried standing in front of the toilet 
but I liked sitting down best. The nurse then 

asked me to take the catheter out of the packet.

She showed me how to hold my willy (penis) in 
one hand and then using my other hand to slide 

the catheter into my willy (penis) until  
wee started to come out.

wee wee time!



When the wee stopped, the nurse asked me to slowly 
take the catheter out, but to stop if any more wee 

came out, to make sure my bladder was really empty. 

She also said to press gently on my tummy or to 
cough to squeeze the last bit out. Doing the catheter 

at first felt a bit funny, but I soon got used to it.

remove catheter



Then I put the used catheter and wipes in a little bag 
and put it in the bin. When I finished the nurse had 

to remind me to wash my hands again!

dispose of catheter



The nurse said that I could do my catheter at 
home, school or wherever mummy or daddy 

said I should. The nurse said it was really 
important to do my catheter often enough 

and that I must drink lots.

She said I had to do it:

My friends really liked my rucksack which I 
can use to keep all my catheters in.



This is my friend Tommy  
and he uses catheters too!



I learnt to do my catheter at home and I 
learnt to do it at school as well. Tommy 
and I both took our catheters when our 

class went on a trip to the zoo!

playtime!





Nurse Advice Line Freephone

0808 168 4048
Fax

01903 875 085
Freephone 

0800 0121 699
Email

ukcustomercare@crbard.com

Catheter Description Order Code PIP Code Pack Size

HydroSilš Paediatric 6Ch 62606 346-8550 30

HydroSilš Paediatric 8Ch 62608 301-4370 30

HydroSilš Paediatric 10Ch 62610 301-4388 30

HydroSilš Gripper (Paediatric) 6Ch 72606 367-4348 30

HydroSilš Gripper (Paediatric) 8Ch 72608 367-4355 30

HydroSilš Gripper (Paediatric) 10Ch 72610 367-4363 30
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How To Obtain Supplies
Your nurse specialist will provide you with your first supply.  
Further supplies will require a prescription from your GP.

To identify the correct size, please use these order numbers:

Supplies can be obtained conveniently from the  
Script-eaSy® confidential dispensing service.

There is no additional cost for the Script-eaSy® service. 
Just call 0800 0121 699 and Script-eaSy® will obtain your 
prescription from your GP and quickly send out your order.
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